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I f  you,  then me
by Yvonne Woon

Not  here  to  be l iked
by Michelle Quach

Dealing with a vindictive nemesis at Foundry, an
app incubator for tech prodigies in Silicon

Valley, Xia gets some help from her idol while
trying to decide between two very different

boys.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC WOON

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC QUAC

When her essay about sexism goes viral, Eliza
Quan finds herself at the helm of a feminist

movement she never meant to start and forced
to work side-by-side against her enemy to

demonstrate civility, which leads to something
unexpected.

Fresh
by Margot Wood

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC WOOD

Elliot McHugh enters her first year of college
not knowing what to expect but after parties,

new friends, and tough tests she begins to
learn a lot about herself and what is important.

Made in  Korea
by Sarah Suk

Pumpkin
by Julie Murphy

Running a successful beauty-care sales business at
school, Korean-American teen Valerie clashes with

newcomer Wes, who is selling a competitor’s K-pop
products to raise funds for his musical ambitions.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SUK

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC MURP

Creating a drag-show audition tape that
culminates in an unkind nomination for prom

queen, an openly gay teen of size partners with
a girl who has been nominated for prom king to

embrace their true selves.

Once upon a
quinceañera

by Monica Gomez-Hira
Accepting a humiliating unpaid internship
working as a party princess in a ball gown,

romance-minded Carmen embarks on a
summer that is shaped by blistering Miami

heat, an unexpected attraction and a spoiled
cousin’s quinceañera..

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC GOME
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The delusionist
by Don Calame

Grendel 's  guide to
love and war

by A.E. Kaplan

When he meets his idol, a washed up magician
who could teach him a few tricks, 15-year-old

Quinn Purcell must decide just how much he is
willing to risk to win a coveted spot at the

Masters of Magic Fantasy Camp.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC CALA

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC KAPL

When a local bully upsets the senior
community by throwing wild parties, an effort

that is complicated by Aarons PTSD and Toms
unrequited feelings for the bullys sister, misfit
Tom and his friend Ed take matters into their

own hands.

Fat  chance,
Char l ie  Vega

by Crystal Maldonado

Lucky gir l

by Jamie Pacton

A plus-sized Latina’s struggle to forge a healthy
relationship with her own body is challenged by

her mother’s insensitivity, her popular best
friend and personal doubts about a new

boyfriend’s ability to see her as she truly is.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC MALD

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC CONN

Jane is still a minor, and if anyone discovers she bought a
lotto ticket and won, she'll.have to forfeit the ticket. The
last thing Jane's mom needs is millions of dollars to buy
more junk. Then Jane's ex-boyfriend is suddenly back in

her life, and he has big ideas about what he'd do with the
prize money.

The Jasmine project
by Meredith Ireland

Fan the f lame
by Anna Priemaza

After catching her boyfriend cheating on her,
Jasmine Yap refuses to meet anyone new, so

her family takes matters into their own hands,
creating the secret Jasmine Project to find the

perfect man for her.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC IREL

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC PRIE

While Lainey reluctantly supports her secretly
sexist social-media star brother, Sam looks

forward to meeting his coding idol at a video
game convention and ShadowWillow

orchestrates a creative solution to online
rumors.

Freak 'n '  gorgeous
by Sebastian J. Plata

Fie ld  guide to  the
North American

teenager
by Ben Philippe

Told from two viewpoints, average-looking
Konrad Wolnik and pretty, popular Camilla

Hadi, both sixteen, find their lives turned
upside-down when he becomes handsome and

she, ugly, overnight.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC PLAT

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC PHIL

When Norris, a Black French Canadian, starts
his junior year at an Austin, Texas, high school,
he views his fellow students as clichés from "a

bad 90s teen movie".

Let 's  cal l  i t
Doomsday

by Katie Henry

Don' t  hate
the player

by Alexis Nedd

A girl with an anxiety disorder that makes her
afraid of world-threatening catastrophes

befriends a girl in her therapist's waiting room
who claims to know when the world is going to

end.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC HENR

CALL NUMBER:: YA FIC NEDD

Keeping her life as a competitive eSports gamer a
secret, field hockey star Emilia finds her two worlds
colliding when she is recognized by a member of a

rival team during a major eSports tournament.

More than just
a pretty  face

by Syed M. Masood

Hopepunk
by Preston Norton

Enduring family disapproval and the possible
cancellation of his arranged marriage because of his

ambition to become a chef, Danyal Jilani competes in a
school-wide academic championship, where his efforts

to prove his intelligence are complicated by his crush
on a teammate who loves his cooking..

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC MASO

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC NORT

When her sister is outed and runs away to
avoid being sent to a conversion center, rock-

obsessed Hope Cassidy rebels against her
conservative Christian household and strikes

up a friendship—and a band—with a gay teen
who has nowhere to go.


